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Introduction

A technique for altering a BAC through homologous recombination is 
known as recombineering. However, it was difficult to obtain a correct clone 
in a short amount of time due to the lack of a properly developed screening 
method for selecting the appropriate clone. We devised a novel screening 
strategy—a gain and loss screening system—to overcome these obstacles 
and quickly identify recombined clones. Simple antibiotic inoculation of cells 
into LB medium revealed the positive clones visually within 24 hours. DNA 
sequencing proved that this screening method was accurate, revealing that 
all positive clones had recombinant sequences. In addition, we were able to 
complete the entire procedure, including the first recombineering, flip-out, and 
second recombineering, in just 13 days thanks to our novel approach [1].

Mammalian cell culture is one of the most common methods utilized in 
biopharmaceutical protein manufacturing, which has long been a hot topic 
in biotechnology. About 100 therapeutic proteins are currently produced by 
mammalian systems, and this number is expected to rise quickly as new 
therapeutic antibodies are discovered. Consequently, significant efforts have 
been made in recent decades to boost protein production in mammalian cell 
lines. Plasmid-based vectors are the most commonly used tools for protein 
production. They include promoters, which are in charge of getting a Gene of 
Interest (GOI) to come out. However, GOI expression in plasmid-based vectors 
is significantly influenced by the surrounding chromatin at the integration 
site. After the vector is integrated into an area of "silent chromatin," also 
known as positional chromatin effects, the expression tends to mutate over 
time. Consequently, numerous strategies have been developed to avoid the 
local effects of chromatin. One of the most common methods is to employ 
a Bacterial Artificial Chromosome (BAC) that can accommodate all of a 
mammal's loci. BAC can accommodate a complete gene with all cis-acting 
regulatory elements arranged naturally [2].

Description

The integration site's surrounding chromatin has no effect on BAC, 
allowing it to accurately provide the desired expression pattern. However, 
normal cloning procedures, such as restriction enzyme digestion or ligation, 
are unable to modify the BAC because of its enormous size. Regardless of 
the DNA's size, BAC recombineering only permits the precise, specific, and 
accurate exchange of genetic information between two DNA molecules. BAC 
recombineering takes a lot of time and effort because there are so many false 
positive background colonies during the screening step. Consequently, less 
experienced researchers considering BAC as expression vectors for protein 
production encountered significant difficulties with recombineering [3].

The revolutionary gain and loss screening system that we offer here 
can significantly improve accuracy while reducing time spent on the job. 
Biopharmaceutical protein expression and other large-vector applications 
could be made easier and more accessible to scientists with less experience 
using this innovative technology. A quick and effective screening mechanism is 
needed for the BAC recombineering technique [4].

 The significance of the screening mechanism was brought to light by an 
approach that utilized extended digestion of the targeting vector to reduce the 
number of false positive clones. However, it still takes too long to locate a 
genuine recombinant clone due to the large number of false positive clones. 
Using PCR amplification of the targeting vector with HR-containing PCR primers 
was another way to avoid false positive clones from non-cleaved vectors. This 
method was also hindered by false-positive clones that were obtained from 
PCR templates or by unavoidable PCR errors that occurred during the PCR 
amplification of the targeting vector. In the current investigation, we discovered 
a novel method that visible positive clones within 24 hours of simple cell 
inoculation. This method focuses on determining whether antibiotic-treated 
cells can survive in the medium. By combining survival and non-survival in an 
antibiotic-containing culture, a method was developed to determine whether 
a clone contains a genuine recombined BAC or comes from a false positive 
background. The accuracy of this screening was demonstrated by the fact that 
all positive clones' DNA sequencing results contained recombinant sequences. 
In the field of BAC recombineering, our study is the first to demonstrate that a 
novel gain and loss screening strategy can achieve 100% accuracy [5].

Conclusion

The recombination process was aided by the 100% accurate gain and 
loss screening system, which ensured that each recombination operation 
was successful simultaneously. Utilizing homologous recombination systems, 
recombineering is a genetic and molecular biology technique for efficiently 
recombining linear DNA molecules flanked by long HR. The significance of long 
HR (approximately 50 bp) is emphasized by the fact that the targeting cassette 
with long HR (200–500 bp) is more effective for recombineering than the 
targeting cassette with short HR. In preparation for use in BAC recombineering 
stages, restriction digestion was used to linearize and purify targeting vectors 
with long HR. Long-term DNA digestion is necessary for complete digestion; 
however, incomplete digestion may occur if DNA methylation inhibits enzyme 
activity.
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